SALONE DEL MOBILE 2017

A SOFA IN HARMONY WITH ALL SEASONS
Chateau d’Ax introduces the new HARMONY Collection at the Milan Salone Del Mobile Exhibition 2017
For over 60 years, Chateau d’Ax brings the harmony between aestethic and functionality not only to the Italian home
but also European, American and Asian as well.
The search for beauty has always been an inspiring criteria for the Chateau d’Ax creations.
The criteria of beauty evolves and with it also our deepest needs. We live in hectic times and are “always on the go”
where beauty has a key role, and the true beauty today is Harmony.
Elegance and design by themselves are easily overwhelmed by fashions. Only when beauty becomes the synthesis
between functionality and comfort, between design and personalization, can it generate Harmony.
Harmony that makes us feel our home is ours only and unique.
Every day at Chateau d’Ax our inspiring criteria is to create products that distinguish themselves with functionality
and originality but also aimed to create emotions.
Overtime, the product’s adaptability to the evolution of fashion and trends, the materials, the production techniques,
the shapes are the key product elements to generate excitement by creating a harmonious environment
A true and unique haven from stress but at the same time open and welcoming.
Not a lavish welcome but personal, embracing and sincere.
Each Chateau d’Ax product has been developed and created to enter our homes and stay with us for a long time.
The Harmony Collection aims to differentiate living solutions with sofas that are inspired by the daily life and that
portray the uniqueness of each environment.
Sofas that are spokespeople of our time linking the object functionality to the aesthetics and personal taste.
Refined sofas characterized by the lightness and elegance of form; playing with new fabrics and colors used for the
accent pieces to create a perfect union between tailoring and tradition and new trends aiming to an harmonious
balance of fashion, design and personalization.
The new collection is suitable for the Contracts projects as well.
A new house becomes a home only when the personal furnishings are able to create emotions without sacrificing
comfort and functionality. Because the harmony that lasts every season needs to rely on the emotion of beauty and
on the logistics of practicality and comfort.
This year, Chateau d’Ax Stand will also have an area dedicated to projects both for residential and Hospitality
Contract. The Hospitality Contract Division is able to realize all keys in projects for Residences and Hotels not only for
the domestic Market but worldwide.

WHO WE ARE
Chateau d’Ax has its headquarters in Milan, known worldwide for Design and Fashion and Made in Italy products.
Chateau d’Ax knows beauty very well. Each product is manufactured with detailed craftsmanship and uniqueness.
Chateau d’Ax, founded in 1948 in the heart of Northern Italy, is synonymous with manufacturing and a long history
in craftsmanship production.
Our dedication continues after several decades and it is nowadays the symbol of modern housing, in all the
dimensions of personal taste, from design to classical to the new luxury.
In the 90’s Chateau d’Ax opened the first franchised store in Italy. The expansion is still growing and as of today
there are 350 monobrand stores worldwide.
Thanks to the drive and creativity, the Company now offers a complete range of unique furnishings where design and
research evolve together. Interpreting the contemporaneity in ever-changing contexts and anticipating trends and
changes for the taste in furnishing.
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